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B.Sc.5th semester (Honours) Examination, 2022 (CBCS)

Subject : PhYsics

Course : DSE'1(1)

(Advanced Mathematical PhYsics)

Full Marks: 40Time: 2 Hours

L. Ansu.er cu* fire questions:

(a) The vectors r in real

follows:V=Ai:d.

(b)

(c)

The Jigures in tlrc margin indicate full marks'

Cardidates are reqtrired to give their ansu,ers in their own words

as far as practicable.

All s1'rubols lruve their ustral nteanings'

SECTION.I

2x5=10

three dimensional space 73 is transformed to i' by an operator A as

x l. where d is a constant \.ectol" Show that A is linear'

Define Hermitian matrix. Check whether tt . -ut.i" (9 O') 
tt Hermitian or not?

What is the relation between the rrace of a matrir and the eigenvalues of that matrix? What is

the relation between determinant of a matrix and ei-qenvalues of that matrix?

(d) Write down Lorentz translormation equations in the context of Einstein's Special Theory of

Relativity in matrix form.

(e) Define inner product of tri'o tensors each of order one'

(0 If ,4 = lxi for all values of the independent variables x1 ,x2,x3,...,xn. andtri's are constant,

a
show that fr (Iiri) = r;.

(g) Write down expression of the Christoffel 3 index symbols of the first and the second kind'

(h) Write down Quotient Law of tensors'

SECTION-II
(Answer ont 111'0 questions.) 5x2=10

2. Linear transformation Z on R3 acts on standard basis and gives us ordered triplets of real numbers,

defined by

.G) =0,,0=0 andr(il=(i)

/3\
then compute r ( -t I\+/
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3. Exponential of a matrix can be written as power series of the siven matrix (provided the series
converges):

Using this hinr prove that for a marrix , = (Z ;) "r. can obrain ,, = (O !r)
4. Show that in Rotational Mechanics moment of rnertia (I) is actually a tensor of order 2. Here

i=ixi=Id
5. (a) Show that all dia-eonal elements of an anti-sr rnmetric matrix are zero.

(b) Show that in an n-dimensional space S,., an anti-symmetric (skew symmetric) covariant
tensor of second order (i.e. anti-symmetric matrix) has at most ryldifferent components.

SECTION-III
(Answer ail\ ttto questions.) l}xZ=ZO

6. Solve the given coupled diff'erential equations usins mardr method:

dx
- =2x-3ydt

dy--:--)r-2x

Subject to initial conditions x(0) = B, y(0) = 3.

7. Write down the Caley-Hamilton's theorem and using this rheorem find the inverse of the matrix

1 
cos? srnO 

1\-srrr9 cos7 )

8. Given (ds)2 = (dr)2 +r21d"e12 *r2sin2 0(dO)' defines rhe iine elemenr in a spherical polar
coordinates. Find the values of [13, 3] ana f 3 io tr:J 5+5=lo

9. The line element is given

ds2 = gpqdxpdxa : S(dxt)2 +3(d"x2)2 + 4(d-xr2 - 6d.x7d.x2 + 4d"x2d"x3

Find the

(a) Conjugate tensor g1lralso called second fundamental tensor) and

(b) g (determinant of gi.i) corresponding to the metric. 5+5=10
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